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May 2017 General Meeting

The Beachcombers General Meeting will be held on
WEDNESDAY 17th May 2017 at the

South Ballajura Community Centre
15 Hamelin Drive, Ballajura
Western Australia 6066
The meeting commences at 7.30pm

A $2.00 door entry fee puts you in the running for the
lucky number prize draw.
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May General Meeting – 17th May 2017 – 7.30pm
May Field Day – 20th & 21st May 2017
May Dry Casting: 28th May 2017 – Kings Meadow – 8.30am
June Field Day – 3rd, 4th & 5th June 2017 Albany
June General Meeting – 21st June 2017 – 7.30pm
June Dry Casting – 25th June 2017 – 8.30am
July Dry Casting – 16th July 2017 – 8.30am
July General Meeting – 19th July 2017 – 7.30pm
July Field Day – 22nd & 23rd July 2017 – Rottnest
Month
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December

Venue 2017

Date 2017

Cervantes
Preston Beach
Reef Beach
Mandurah AAA Boating Comp
Bluff Creek
Jurien Bay AAA Rock & Beach
Cevantes
Albany
Rottnest
Augusta TBC
Walpole
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21st & 22nd
18th & 19th
4th, 5th & 6th (LWE)
18th & 19th (not B/Comber FD)
14th-17th (Easter)
29th & 30th (not B/Comber FD)
20th & 21st
3rd, 4th & 5th (LWE)
22nd & 23rd
19th & 20th
23rd, 24th & 25th (LWE)
21st & 22nd
24th,25th, 26th & 27th
16th & 17th
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July 2017 Rottnest Field Day
Ferry times:
Friday 21th July Departure: North Port 17:45 [5.45pm Rous Head]
Monday 24th July
Departure Rottnest Island 08:25 [arrive at 9.00am Rous Head]
You must be at the ferry terminal by no later than 17:00 [5.00pm] so loading the crates, labelling etc can be
completed by 17:15. You will need to purchase your own ferry tickets, and parking tickets.
All luggage must be clearly labelled with your name and unit numbers or your gear will not be delivered to you.
Rods need to be in protective tube or you risk damage. Do not bring any loose items, pack all gear in preferably
“Nally type” containers. Two smaller eskies are easier to handle than one very large one.
Monday. All gear must be in crates by 07:00 for pick up. Board Ferry at 08:15. Time to be confirmed.
For those that have to return to work first thing Monday, there is the option of taking a Sunday ferry home, but
this means that they’ll miss out on a day to fish and that their luggage will be returned on Monday in the
crates.
FIELD DAY COMPETITION DETAILS
th
th
Dates: 22 -23 July
Boundaries: Rottnest Island, excluding all sanctuaries
Field Day Fees: $10 for family and $5 for single.
Sign on: 11:00am Saturday 22th July, at the Bungalows
Lines down: On arrival at West End.
Sign off: 21:00 Sunday 23th July, at the Bungalows
Bus Schedule
Pick up from Bungalows at 12:00 [noon] both Saturday and Sunday, with a stop at the bakery before heading
for West End and other drop off points.
Pick up from West End at approx. 19:30 [7.30pm] both Saturday and Sunday for return to the Bungalows.
We arrive back at the bungalows too late to go to the settlement for dinner, so bring a premade meal or cook
when you have cleaned up.
Accommodation
Bungalows 411,413
Costing The estimated cost per participant is $150,
Monday 24th: Packed for gear pickup by 07:00. Board Ferry at 08:15. Time to be confirmed.

PAYMENT ASAP
to treasurer or EFT to club account
BSB
016353
ACCOUNT # 201680815
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Tides for July 2017:
Saturday July 22nd
Sunday July 23rd

0830 – 1.26
0916 – 1.25

1802 – 0.53
1844 – 0.54

Some useful tips for Rottnest
Climbing straight down Heart Attack Hill is difficult but coming back up in the dark is plain torture and risky. So
travel as light as possible and leave sufficient time for the climb. There is the easier track that winds its way up
to the old hut west of our drop of point. I would suggest this route to those over 70 years of age.
Protective gear: You’ll require a wet suit [preferably sleeveless] to keep you warm and to provide protection if
you get knocked over by a swell. A wet weather jacket is also essential to stay “dry” and keep the wind chill
factor down. Lastly a pair of reef boots with good cleats [or spiked rock-hopper type reef boots] for grip on the
reef and to keep the Sea Urchins out of your feet.
A PFD is a good insurance for older members or those who are poor swimmers. Burke Manual IBHM 1460
inflatable PFD1 with harness $159.90 from Whitworth Marine. I have the IBHM 1460 and find them most
comfortable and like the CO2 inflation. Your life is worth $160 to you and your family. Rec Fish West have
similar PFD jackets for sale at a greatly reduced of approx. Please support them by purchasing from them if
you can.
A good headlight is essential. Make sure your reef bag has lots of drain holes. A change into dry warm cloths is
very welcome when you get back to meeting point.
Rods and reels: A good strong 12 to 14 ft unit with your choose of reel with 15 kg line is required to deal with
the power of Yellowtail Kingfish. A spare setup is worth having as many rods have suffered breakages due to
various causes. A light rod and reel is usefully to target Herring, Western Rockfish, and Wrasse etc.
Rigs and Bait: For Yellowtail Kingfish you can use weighted or unweighed Mulie bait casting rigs on minimum
80lb leader [about 20]. Lures and soft plastics have been used although I still lean towards bait casting. Once it
gets dark and the large Skipjack Trevally turn up you have a couple of options. Keep using your bait casting rig
or change to a single hook or a set of ganged 2/0 tarpons. Keep the weight minimal to stop getting hooked up
on the reef. Mark has started to do well using soft plastics. It would appear unnecessary to use bait cotton as
you usually only get 30 seconds before a hit. White bait are good for the Skipjack Trevally but fiddley to use in
the dark and I do not feel there is a difference in strike or hook up rate. If there are any late Yellowtail Kingfish
around then you risk losing them on light gear.
Food: Bring all your dinners as we get back for West End too late to trundle down to the settlement. There is
time to go down for breakfast and we stop at the bakery on the way out to West End. The food at the
restaurants is also expensive. Taking some form of warm food / drinks to West End is good if the weather is
cold wet and miserable. The bus does not come till an hour and a half after sundown.

Any Questions: Please ring the AFDO: Ian on 0419917657
or email ian_cook@iinet.net.au
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New Club Applications:
Applications to become a member of the Beachcombers Angling and Boating Club of WA (inc)
has been received from the following:
Joshua Celenza of Embleton
Ken Howells of Ballajurra
Scott Williamson of Thornlie

This will be voted on at the May 2017 General Meeting.
Details for the May 2017 Field Day
Cervantes
Dates: 20th & 21st May 2017
Boundaries: From the Cervantes Jetty to the Jurien Bay Jetty inclusive
Field Day Fees: $10 for family and $5 for single.
Sign on: 11.00am [1100hours] Saturday 20th May, at the Marine Rd car-park
Lines down: 12.00 pm [noon] Saturday 20th May 2017.
Sign off: 12.00pm [noon] Sunday 21st May, at the Marine Rd car-park
Any Questions: ring the FDO: Mark on 0409 088 864 or email mhansen.iinet.net.au
NOTE: Please let the FDO by 8.00pm Thursday 18 th if you intend to attend this Field Day
If there are fire bans in place = no fires allowed.
Our default UHF radio Channel is 10
Species caught there last year: tailor, herring, garfish, banded sweep, cod, whiting, wrasse
and flathead
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Details for the June 2017 Field Day
Albany
Dates: 3rd, 4th & 5th June 2017
Boundaries: From West Cape Howe to Betty’s Beach inclusive
Field Day Fees: $10 for family and $5 for single.
Sign on: 12.00pm [Noon] Saturday 3rd June at the boat ramp car-park on Prince Royal Drive, Albany
[co-ordinates: S 35.01.53 / E117.53.25]
Lines down: 1.00 pm Saturday 3rd June 2017.
Sign off: 9.00am Monday 5th June, at the boat ramp car-park on Prince Royal Drive, Albany [coordinates: S 35.01.53 / E117.53.25]
Any Questions: ring the FDO: Mark on 0409 088 864 or email mhansen.iinet.net.au
NOTE: Please let the FDO by 8.00pm Thursday 1st if you intend to attend this Field Day.
No specific accommodation has been booked for the club. Individuals requiring accommodation have
to organize their own.
This is a brand new Field day for the club so there is a lot of unknown coastline to discover and
explore.
There is a lot of potential rock fishing here and people have be killed because of the dangerous
conditions. It is vitally important you take all safety precautions / gear when venturing on the rocks
The south coast this time of year can be very wet and cold so pack suitable clothing
Our default UHF radio Channel is 10

Anyone know
what this is?
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April 2017 Field Day Report Easter LWE
Bluffcreek
Conditions: Hot on Friday, a cold front moved across Saturday causing rough conditions easing
Sunday, clear on Monday. Cloudy with occasional showers
On Thursday, Ian, Morris, Greg [and “Gavin”], David, Amanda, Joshua, Elijah and Rylan made
their way from Perth to Bluffcreek, with some 4WD adventures on the track in [see Bogged Files] and
set up camp under the paperbarks. As the bigger campsite was already occupied, the Beachcombers
had to use the smaller one.
Friday saw Morris go down for a pre-comp fish and got stuck in the sand [see Bogged Files].
Meanwhile Mark H [with “Dougie”] travelled down Albany highway in convoy with several others from
another club, meeting up with Mark N and Glen at Mt Barker, leaving the rest to access Bluffcreek at
the eastern track. Mark N and Glen camped on the other side of the little creek, as the campsite was a
bit squeezy for everyone and vehicles. Mark H took David and his
two boys for a bit
Morris’s skippy
of beach work
and visited the
other
club’s
camp to say
“G/day”. The soft
sand soon had
us struck but let
the tires down to
Mark N watching for movement of his rods
10psi meant we
got out without the need of a shovel. The trip back, we took the twisty
track through the dunes and rolled a tire and got stuck for a couple
of sandy hours [see Bogged Files”].
Saturday morning, after several breakfasts, 7 Beachcombers and 3 visitors signed on and headed
towards the water. Mark N, Morris and Glen fished the beach closest to the camp catching big herring,
skippy
and
some
salmon, Cookie went to
Cookies sea splashed skippy
the eastern rocks and
was drenched by spray
as he landed skippy,
wrasse, banded sweep
and blackfish, Mark H
started on the beach
then the first small rock
and ended up with
Cookie
catching
herring
and
wrasse.
Glen’s Skippy
The
weather
was
rather rough and a wary eye had to be kept out for big waves,
Dougie had his work cut out for him chasing the odd fish released
into a large rock-pool. Late afternoon most headed back to camp
for food and a social drink.
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Mark found Morris on the beach with his bonnet
up, needing a jump-start, as his batteries were flat.
That night, back at camp, Mark’s battery charger was
hooked up to the sick batteries and we sat around
watching the flashing
LED display wishing it
were a campfire.
Gavin, missing the
traditional campfire,
curled up in his happy
sack for warmth.

Mark helps Morris charge the batteries

Sunday morning saw the three boys eagerly charging around the
camp, hunting for Easter
Eggs. After breaky Mark and
David took the corolla back to
the road [See Bogged Files]
before we went fishing again,
Gavin in his happy Sack
this time the weather was
better so David and the boys tried out their new gear without
luck. Morris caught a nice flathead, a whiting and lots of
skippy and herring. Mark and Glen resumed their previous
positions and fish. Mark H and
Ian made straight for the rocks
Amanda & Rylan at Easter breakfast
with Dougie eager to start the
hunt. The “washing machine water” from yesterday had calmed appreciably
making fishing more pleasant. The herring were becoming pests as we tried
for
other
species;
Cookie landed a lovely
salmon, blackfish, more
skippy and banded
sweep. Mark tried the
big surf rod and metal
Mark’s skippy on light gear
slices for no result so
switched to his flick rod
with 4lb braid and soft plastics and was soon bringing
in skippy,
wrasse,
banded
sweep
and
Ian lands a nice salmon
many
herring. Back at camp most had had their fill of fishing so
handed their paperwork in early. Mark and Glen fished on
until the cold got the better of them.
The fish is safely in the bag
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Monday morning Mark N handed in his form and while
the camp was being packed up David’s trailer was hooked
onto the back of Mark H’s land cruiser for the trip out in
convoy. Once on gravel, we pumped up the tires to highway
pressure for the long trip home. Greg stayed for another day
and was rained out. Of the 10 competitors, 5 caught 232 fish
totalling 58.87metres consisting of 8 species: Banded sweep,
Blackfish, Flathead, Herring, Salmon, Skippy, Wrasse and
Whiting. Morris won the FD with the longest bag at 14.17
metres and the most points: 4870. Mark N had the longest
fish, a salmon at 78cms. With 58 Mark H had the most fish.
At 6 Ian caught the most species.

Morris inflates his tires

Our next Field day is a Cervantes 20th & 21st May. The
one after that is only two weeks later on the long weekend in
June, down at Albany, this is a new venue to the Club so the
fishing is exploratory.
Mark Hansen
Field Day Officer

David, Ian, Joshua, Elijah, Mark N, Amanda, Rylan, Mark H and Morris
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April 2017 Field day Results
Top Ten for April

Mark Hansen
Bruce Davies
Mark Nurse
Morris Kolman
Glen Wong (Visitor)
Ian Cook
Ron Thomas
Chas Riegert
Brian Burgess
Wendy Hansen

11363
9270
8967
7090
5372
4586
2615
1840
512
300

Length

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Fish

Total
Points

species

Rank

Angler

Angler

Total
Points

Rank

Top Ten up to April

Lengths & Statistics

5
3
6
5
3
0
0
0
0
0
8

56
53
42
58
23
0
0
0
0
0
232

14.17
13.62
12.10
12.92
6.06
0
0
0
0
0
58.87

Morris Kolman
4870
Mark Nurse
4773
Ian Cook
4586
Mark Hansen
3945
Glen Wong (Visitor)
2634
David Hansen
60
Elijah Hansen (Junior)
60
Joshua Hansen (J)
60
Amanda Schofield (V)
60
Rylan Schofield (J V)
60
Totals

Field Day Sections up to and including April
Section

Angler

1A
1B
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Longest Scale Fish (1st Six Months)
Bruce Davies
Longest Scale Fish (2nd Six Months)
Most Meritous Fish
Longest Shark
Bruce Davies
Longest Mulloway
Longest Tailor
Ron Thomas
Longest Salmon
Bruce Davies
Longest Skipjack Trevally
Mark Nurse, Glen Wong (Visitor)
Longest Mackerel

9
10

Longest Pike
Longest bag of Scale Fish caught from shore
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Longest bag of Scale Fish caught from a boat
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Most species measured on a field day

13
14

Most number of fish measured on a field day
Longest fish on a S/H Rod 4.5 kg b/s line

Species
Salmon

Sting Ray

100

Tailor
Salmon
Skippy

63
80
39

Morris Kolman

Mixed Bag

1417

Mark Nurse

Mixed Bag

8

Mark Hansen
Mark Hansen

Mixed Bag
Skippy

58
37

8 Species

Clubperson of the Year Sections for April
Section
Longest Scale Fish
Longest Bag of Scale
Fish

Angler

Species

Mark Nurse

Salmon

Morris Kolman

Mixed Bag

Length
78

13

Length
80

1417

Blackfish
Banded Sweep
Flathead
Herring
Skippy
Salmon
Wrasse
Whiting
TOTAL

#
7
3
1
152
50
14
4
1
232

Bogged Files
Easter 2017 Bluff Creek
I get to write this as an only slightly bogged vehicle driver.
Well this Easter’s trip to Bluff Creek turned up some very different scenarios. From those who got
bogged and called for help, those who self-extracted themselves and those to using man power only.
It all started innocently with a certain unnamed member of Latvian heritage saying his brother
was taking a Corolla AWD to Bluff Creek and he might need some assistance to get in. Oh, just one more
thing, there was a large trailer, 3 kids and two adults. At this I voiced some serious scepticism. “No
problem Greg, Morris or myself could give the odd tow to the Corolla,” said the gent of Latvian decent.
“Also I will be down the day after you arrive.”
Episode 1
I towed the trailer after Mount Many Peaks. We let Greg go first to advise on the track, then
Morris and myself with said trailer as tail end Charlie. Not long after hitting the 4WD track things started
to go astray. The first hill stopped the Corolla due to lack of ground clearance, lack of power and over
loading. Morris after some false starts got him up the first hill. Only problem was when using a long tow
strap, the towing vehicle goes around a corner the towrope angle drags the second vehicle through the
apex of the curve. This is inclined to polish the paintwork with 60 grit trees and give the underside of
the vehicle a new profile. Not having a UHF in the corolla, David tried his horn to let Morris know to
slow down, however Morris took the toots to mean speed up, causing both contents and occupants to
be well shaken.
Eventually a tyre rolled off the rim, so the Red Devil was
parked off the track and gear and personnel was taken to the
campsite by Morris once his Cruiser was unloaded. Morris got all
the gear plus bodies into his Cruiser.
Episode 1A
Parked up with a flat tie Corolla

Sunday, Mark and David decided to move the Corolla back
closer to the gravel road, for an easier exit when everyone leaves, the rolled tyre was quickly re-seated
and inflated and all tyres set to 15psi. Apart from two towing episodes up soft sand using a shortened
{doubled over} tow strap, the little red beast made it to the road under its on steam. A hand held UHF
made the whole exercise less of an ordeal.
Episode 2
All was quiet for 24 Hours. On Friday morning Morris drove onto the beach to fish. On deciding
to move locations he choose to go forward, this was unsuccessful. He tried to turn to go back. This was
not going to work so he tried to move forward again, oh dear down to the chassis. I had observed all
this and decided we needed serious recovery effort. I contacted Greg by UHF and he turned up. After
some deliberation we decided on a plan of action.
Hence my vehicle was driven as far as I dared towards Morris’s vehicle.
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We then joined 3 snatch straps, a towrope and 60 Ft of Greg’s wire cable.
But first we had to remove about 2.2 cubic metres of sand from around, behind and under the
Cruiser
Then the cruiser was dragged backwards, 15m per winch pull. Greg assisted with keeping the
Cruisers wheels turning slowly in reverse. After a couple of hours we had the Cruiser on firm ground,
with Morris saying he was not going near the beach again.
If you had your tyres with very low pressure and you did not stop you could just get along the
beach with heavy vehicles.
Episode 3
Oh now I can go fishing. WRONG. Come Friday afternoon Mark visited the SCAC campsite with
David and his two boys. He was told to go back via the track behind the dunes. Whilst trying to negotiate
a turn up hill on a slopped dune, tragedy occurred. Bogged and with a front
A closer look at the carnage
tyre of the rim. Marked called me up on the UHF and I drove in behind him.
No way to get in front so it was back to the
beach and come in from the other end of
the track. After a few kilometres I realised
it was a Quad Bike track, due to its
narrowness and wheel tracks. I arrived at
Marks location after about 50 minutes.
Lo and behold, he single handedly
had got himself free using the drop sides
of the rear tray as Max Tracks. You can perform miracles with a shovel, sole plates and a high lift jack.
After the bogging, before the changing

I was in time to hold the wheel nuts whilst Mark changed the rolled tyre and rim. I was rather
impressed with him being able to get unglued.
Episode 4
On the way back to camp I tried to get of the beach and became near to bogged as my cruiser
slowed and descended into the soft sand. I stopped and Mark was going to give me a heave back.
A group of about 8 quad bikes turned up with up to 3 persons per bike. I think being inebriated
stopped them coming to grief. They offered to give the Cruiser a hands on PUSH! Surprising what a
dozen manpower and alcohol can achieve. Before you could say, “pass us another VB”, I was mobile
and the quads departed, weaving their merry way eastwards towards the next victim.
I saw a Hi-Lux seriously stuck just above the low tide line. There was lots of assistance on hand,
quads to the rescue! Vehicles over 3.5 tonne on soft slopping beaches are a real problem.
I can see why Greg stays away from beach driving, unless essential.
Well on the positive side. I got to use my winch (need a larger capacity), my snatch strap (need a
heavier tonnage), towrope and bridle.
IAN COOK
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Dry Casting Event – 28th May 2017
The Beachcombers Angling & Boating Club of WA will be
holding a Dry Casting event/competition on
Sunday 28th May 2017
at King’s Meadow Polo Ground,
Meadow Street, Guildford.
Start time will be 8.30am
Family - $10.00
Single - $5.00
Events will be: 56gram
Artificial Bait
112 gram
Double and Single Hand Accuracy
All members and visitors are welcome!
Cool drinks and water will be available
for purchase - $1 each
Sausage Sizzle - $2 each
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Beachcombers Dry Casting Score Sheet: 30th April 2017
56 gram
Cast
Cast

Artificial Bait
Cast
Cast

1 (m)

2 (m)

49.94

31.20

8

0

Mark Hansen

89.83

84.89

17

Veterans
Bob Henderson

129.49

124.25

Ian Cook

127.11

Visitors
Jeff Hewton

88.57

Name

Points

1 (m)

2 (m)

112 gram
Cast
Cast
Points

1 (m)

2 (m)

Double Handed Accuracy
Cast Number
Points

3

3

1

1

4

4

2

2

D/H

Single Handed Accuracy
Cast Number

Points

S

L

S

L

Points

Day
Total

Juniors
Joshua Celenza

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

13

2

0

17

16

49

0

0

0

0

0

57

106.90

117.32

22

106.91

117.32

17

23

0

18

22

7

2

15

21

108

0

5

6

7

18

165

25

O/B

131.47

13

O/B

131.47

13

14

22

20

25

13

22

11

18

145

7

6

4

7

24

207

B/O

13

96.99

139.09

24

96.99

139.10

24

14

6

17

16

20

15

24

15

127

0

0

1

6

7

182

94.29

18

108.69

107.51

22

108.69

107.51

18

9

0

8

22

0

0

6

17

62

1

0

0

3

4

110

Seniors

EVENT

JUNIOR WINNER

SENIORS WINNER

VETERANS WINNER

56 gram
Artificial Bait
112 gram
D/H Accuracy
S/H Accuracy
Bullseye
Day’s Winner

Joshua Calenza
Joshua Calenza
Joshua Calenza
Joshua Calenza
Joshua Calenza
Bob Henderson
Bob Henderson

Mark Hansen
Mark Hansen
Mark Hansen
Mark Hansen
Mark Hansen

Bob Henderson
Ian Cook
Ian Cook
Bob Henderson
Bob Henderson
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MAY DRY CASTING REPORT
It was the first cold morning experienced for ages and the grass was crispy and
damp underfoot. A trickle of eager attendance saw an early start by 8:15am.
The single and double handed events were won by sheer brilliance (my opinion),
with a bullseye that rattled the cone. The “Cookie Monster” came close with a cast only
6mm away from the cone. Young Joshua was all over the place but kept trying.
Cookie won the “art bait” and the “112 gram” with casts straight down the centre
of court, including the longest cast of 139 metres. One caster preferred to go out of
bounds with wayward casting.
Friendly rivalry but loads of fun made the day very enjoyable and over quickly by
10:45am, with Mark providing the delightful snags whilst the group sat around and had
a chin wag. It never bothers me who or how many turn up, it is always the good company,
the jovial rivalry, the great location and the enjoyment of having a go that makes it all
worthwhile. It’s a pity my old adversary “Stokes” is unable to join us, but don’t tell him
we miss him.
Come and see what you are missing.
ADCO

Bob Hendo

Dry Casting pic from June 2015
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May Munchies
Great recipe for those winter campfires!
One Pot Casserole
1 kg chuck or boneless shin/gravy beef
1 medium red onion, cut into wedges
300 g button mushrooms
1 tbsp plain flour
3 cups beef stock
¼ cup tomato paste
3 large potatoes, peeled, diced
1-2 bay leaves (fresh or dried)
4 sprigs fresh thyme or
small sprigs of rosemary or parsley

1. Preheat oven to 180°C. Cut beef into 2.5cm-3cm cubes. Season with salt and pepper, add
2 tbsp oil, and mix well. Heat a large frypan over a medium-high heat. Brown the beef in 2 or 3
batches. Remove each batch and place in casserole dish.
2. Reduce heat in the pan, add a little oil, add onion and mushrooms, cook for 1–2 minutes,
and stir occasionally.
3. Sprinkle in the flour and stir until the onion and mushrooms are coated. Gradually pour in
stock and add the tomato paste, stirring well. Add the potato and herbs, stir until the mixture
boils. Add to the casserole dish, stir to combine. Cover the casserole dish, place in oven, and
cook until the beef is very tender. Stir every 40 minutes or so, add water if needed to keep the
ingredients just covered.
Cooktop method: Place the browned beef and other ingredients in a heavy-based pot. Partially
cover, keep the heat low. Simmer until the meat is very tender. Stir occasionally; add water or
stock if needed during the cooking time to keep ingredients well covered.
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My Thoughts…….
Happy Mother’s Day to all! Hope you all had a wonderful day
and got thoroughly spoilt. I had a great day – Mum came home on
Saturday after 3 weeks away over East visiting my sister and a friend
of hers and Dads. Two weeks in Marysville Victoria and a week in
Sydney – so glad to have her home!
The year is disappearing quickly – Kaitlin has her first lot of
ATAR exams coming up next week. Two exams each week and all the
other days off for ‘study’!!! Plenty of time to do a few extra jobs
around the house!
Hope you are all prepared for winter. A little bit of rain the last
couple of days – lovely! Hopefully lots more will fall over the next few
months – except for Field Day Weekends and Dry Casting Days of
course!!!
Jennie 😊
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